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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce “Knowledge Diagraph Contribution” (KDC) analysis as a novel categorical time-series method in observing underlying traversal knowledge structure of experts by exploiting varying hypertext (web) presentation formats and knowledge domains. The navigation behaviors were studied by designing hypertext presentation formats and domain text that adheres to content design principles inspired by discourse and text comprehension scholars. As a continuation of previous study by Ismaili & Golden [1], twenty undergraduate psychology students from University of Texas at Dallas participated in this study. Students traversed through different Hypertext (web) presentation formats while reading content from three different knowledge domains controlled for micro (web-page, web-site) and macro (consistent semantic connections across knowledge domains) characteristics. The influence of expertise and web traversal behavior in deriving underlying knowledge structures is presented using KDC analysis. In addition, previously reported Classical data analysis (ANOVA) are compared with KDC analysis in highlighting quantitative and qualitative differences of these derived latent knowledge structures. As compared with novice, experts tend to exhibit sequential and semantic traversal patterns across all three web formats, whereas, novices are more influenced by and therefore tend to employ random navigation strategies.
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1 Introduction

Reading is fundamental, as commonly reported, and is a complex process that requires several crucial interim steps before a reader extracts meaning from the presented text. Therefore, this series of transformation from surface text to a higher situational level [2] or from textual subsystems to larger meta-system [3] is extremely important for coherent understanding of the text. An essential component of successful reading is to create a multilevel representation of texts i.e., processing from low level (individual words) to high level where the gist of the presented information are derived. These processes have to work in concert before the meaning from the texts are extracted. Kintsch (1988) identified three levels of text representation: the surface level, the textbase level and the situation model. Therefore, it requires the readers to decode words, integrated individual word and sentence meanings into a coherent representation of text. In other words, the involved process of reading at a surface level extracts words and syntax which are formalized as propositions, to preserve its meaning at text base level which is then transformed into coherent understanding of text at the situational level which represents the global meaning of text incorporating reader’s prior knowledge. In addition, during the reading process, not all the information that is needed to comprehend a passage is presented in the text by the author. Moreover, the inclusion of all such details would greatly obstruct and obfuscate the reading and comprehension processes. Therefore, it is considered beneficial to omit these superfluous details. Research from Discourse and Text comprehension suggest that readers depend on hierarchy [4] or structural patterns at the local and global level in order to recognize the type of text and integrating relevant parts for better comprehension [5], and construct a coherent understanding of a text [6]. Inferences make assumptions about the reader’s internal representation of the text and can be represented as structural patterns. Hence these patterns may be modeled as semantic networks or knowledge structures, where concepts are represented as nodes and relationships between these concepts are represented as connections [7]. Furthermore, various research suggest that compared with subordinate concepts, super-ordinate nodes [8] are likely to be recalled and nodes with more semantic connections [9] are more memorable. For example,
Trabasso et al (1984) shown just that, high density connections compared with fewer interconnections between nodes are perceived comparatively more coherent. Moreover, experimental evidence from discourse literature suggest the importance of the order in which nodes are stated in inference production data which is deemed to be revealing of the structural characteristics of the reader’s mental model, therefore, essential and sensitive to readers underlying mental representation of text [for example, 9, 24 & 25].

Although research in text comprehension has focused on sequential, sentence-by-sentence or paragraph-by-paragraph texts which can be categorized by linear, print-like formats, however, shed valuable insights in further exploring the alternate web formats used for information presentation. More recently, important alternative versions of texts such as hypertext have become widely used as a result of the wide-spread use of the World Wide Web as a means of communicating complex information. The authors in these multidimensional web space are challenged in adequately guiding its reader through wealth of diverse type of information, sources and services, while minimizing the effects of feeling confused or lost commonly attributed to ‘cognitive overload’[10]. Furthermore, experience with the technology, presentation formats and navigation through non-sequential websites causes many reading comprehension situations especially for novices unfamiliar with the knowledge domain.

The introduction of WWW, hypertext and other electronic medium opened door for the widespread use of hypermedia technology in the education which, by nature thrives on a rich non-linear design where multiple concepts and resources are easily accessible and allows tapping into wealth of knowledge, potentially deemed critical for learning. Much of the excitement was about the wealth and type of the information repositories of interconnecting, interactive knowledge [32], the real life-like [33] nature which mirrors the organization of how people organize concepts of the world, and, was thought to have the potential of changing the nature of reading. All that however, at a cost of comprehension which supposedly should have been a major performance indicator of learning experience using technology [34], whether the information is structured linearly or non-sequentially.

Past research suggest that minimal non-linear formats are expected to help readers with latent concepts [12], therefore, it needs to be exploited. However, research have demonstrated that non-linear, hypertext Web presentations impacts learning performances negatively compared to traditional, print-like linear Web designs [11]. Recent evidence suggests that nonlinear designs may facilitate learning of the interconnections (structure) of the presented information [13].

Different navigation patterns have been noticed with varying levels of reader knowledge [14]. In addition, domain knowledge plays a significant role in predicting the recall and improved comprehension for certain type of readers [15]. However, results are not conclusive and sometimes contradictory. For example, some research show positive effects of prior knowledge [16], whereas other research has shown no effects of prior knowledge in assisting comprehension for low knowledge readers in hypertext environments. For low knowledge readers, the hypertext environment may sometimes be perceived as “confusing” and a linear or structured semantic based may be more appropriate for supporting learning and comprehension. This latter goal might be achieved by designing hypertexts which more effectively exploit the semantic organization (interconnections) which the author wishes to communicate to the reader.

Classical analyses are prone to neglect lots of information presented in the observed data, mainly the order in which readers may have traversed in a web environment. The underlying cognitive process of behind comprehension of an expert can be inferred by the order in which web pages were visited [28]. KDC analysis is a new analysis tool that not only takes into account the order in which nodes are visited; it also simultaneously calculates the probability of the ordered sequence. KDC analysis uses these probabilities to determine the support provide by the traversal data for each of the proposed theories (knowledge structures or digraphs) it is considering during analysis.

Golden [18], introduced a particular type of data analysis technique called Knowledge Digraph Contribution (KDC) analysis which exploits specific types of semantic networks called “knowledge digraphs” (or Knowledge Structures). KDC analysis is based upon the assumption that the connections in a knowledge digraph can be thought of as a path the inference process is likely to follow and this inference process influences the order in which concepts or ideas are processed during comprehension, recall or web traversal. In this paper, KDC analysis is used in order to study the effects of traversal patterns in different hypertext presentation formats.
In general, classical sequential data analysis methods are not typically used by discourse and text comprehension researchers to analyze sequential statistical regularities in identifying web site traversal patterns of readers. Moreover, even if such sequential techniques were used more extensively [19] it would not be sufficient. Since these methods tend to suffer from over-fitting problems due to its inability to incorporate constraints upon patterns of associative strengths within these types of models such as semantic based networks.

In order to address these issues by accommodating confirmatory analysis, Golden [18] developed a dynamic constrained parametric multinomial time-series regression model for categorical time-series analysis for any ordered sequential data analysis. Knowledge Digraph Contribution (KDC) analysis models allows researcher to specify a collection of models (digraphs or structures) representing different types of semantic relations, constraints and networks. Given such a set of “knowledge digraphs”, KDC analysis estimates (using maximum likelihood estimation) a “contribution weight parameter” for each directed graph (digraph) for the purposes of predicting/explaning orderings of such sequential ordering of web pages traversal. Additionally, KDC analysis has a distinct advantage over classical sequential data analysis methods because all of the asymptotic statistical tests developed using KDC analysis are derived within model misspecification which permits reliable statistical inferences even when the theoretical assumptions about the types of semantic relations among models are not entirely correct [20].

KDC analysis may be used to refine and develop theories of directional semantic connectivity as represented by digraphs. For example, while exploring and comparing the knowledge structures theories within text comprehension domain, Golden showed that the forward link causal model fit the free recall data significantly better than a causal model incorporating both forward and backward links. This example suggests that standard statistical methods of free recall data analysis are sometimes not sufficiently sensitive in capturing crucial statistical regularities since they do not explicitly incorporate the theorist’s conception and directionality of the critical semantic connectivity patterns within the nodes of the network.

**2 Specific Aims**

Human society is now heavily dependent on the world-wide web as a communication, learning, commercial medium. Therefore, it is critical to explore this area for variety of purposes such as, e-commerce [26] and distance learning [27] to name a few. The “web” being a complex, multidimensional and dynamic multimedia environment requires systematic scientific approach to unravel its underlying potentials as a optimal medium for services such as online learning. Following the recent work on comprehension in hypermedia environment, discourse and to further continuous exploration by Ismaili & Golden [1], this study investigated whether latent knowledge structures be derived from traversal behavior including its influence when reading takes place in two different albeit qualitatively similar types of hypertext environments (semantically organized versus fully connected) relative to a linear text environment. Furthermore, this research investigated the influence of domain knowledge expertise by considering twenty undergraduate Psychology students for this study. These students navigated web sites which are in the knowledge domains of Psychology, Neuroscience, and (as a control condition) Archeoastronomy. Traditional (analysis-of-variance) data analysis methodologies was used to establish the presence or absence of phenomenon, compared with highly sophisticated KDC analysis in deciphering latent traversal structures.

This study being the extension of previously reported research [1], therefore, in this article some of the pertinent information is briefly repeated in the next section as a general background for better understanding and appreciation of results presented in this article using sophisticated KDC analysis.

**3 Background**

**3.1 Content**

As reported by Ismaili & Golden (2008), paragraphs of three science texts, referred to as three knowledge domains, (Psychology, Neuroscience and Archeoastronomy as a Neutral text) were designed with each paragraph containing two sentences. Each paragraph represents a web-page of a particular knowledge domain web-site. The semantic associative relationships among the topic sentences of each of these paragraphs had qualitatively same patterns across all three knowledge domains. Please see Figure 1 for the content design template and Table 1 for sample of Psychology web page. Furthermore, at micro-level, meticulous attention
was given in order to ensure the balanced content design such as: word count, level of difficulty, average number of words per web-page and Average number of words per web-site. The idea was to keep stimuli characteristics across all three knowledge areas (Psychology, Neuroscience and Archeoastronomy) qualitatively equivalent at both micro and macro web-site level. Each of knowledge domain consisted of five facts, two intermediate conclusions, two irrelevant fact nodes and a final conclusion. The two Irrelevant Fact nodes were mutually associated however not with the main semantic content chain. (see Figure 1).

In short, from Figure 1, the connections between web-pages (nodes) depict semantic (logical associations) linking between nodes. For example, consider following connections: F1 $\rightarrow$ F3 and, F2 $\rightarrow$ F3.

It suggests that Fact node-3 is logically connected with the topic sentence of Fact node-1 and with the topic sentence of Fact node-2. See Ismaili & Golden [1] for more details.

**Figure 1:** All three knowledge domain (Psychology, Neuroscience & Archeoastronomy) area content were kept consistent for semantic associations between nodes and in consisting five ‘fact’ nodes (F1 – F5), two ‘irrelevant fact’ (IF-1 & IF-2) nodes, and, three nodes presenting two ‘intermediate conclusions’ (IC-1 & IC-2) and a ‘final conclusion’ (FC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychology Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 (Fact 1)- Craik and Lockhart proposed that stimuli subjected to semantically processed stimuli (“deeply processed stimuli”) will be more memorable than perceptually processed stimuli (“shallow processed stimuli”)...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 (Fact 2)- Tulving proposed that memory performance increases as the similarity between encoding and retrieval contexts increases...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 (Fact 3)- Although many scientific studies have reported experimental results supporting both LOP and ESP, some research has identified situations where LOP theory fails while ESP theory is successful...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 (Fact 4)- Although these early context-independent memory models were highly influential, later experimental findings showed these early models could not account for experimental findings as effectively as context-dependent models such as LOP and ESP, since they ignored encoding and retrieval factors...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5 (Fact 5)- The psychologist Abernathy (1940) studied context effects on test performance and showed memory recall performance improved when students were tested in the same physical environment as the environment in which they received test instructions...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Irrelevant Fact nodes, and, three web-pages presenting two Intermediate conclusions and a Final conclusion. Only one topic sentence has been shown. For more see Ismaili & Golden [1]. |

| IF1 (Irrelevant Fact 1)- One traditional theory of long-term memory storage assumes that items that are retained in short-term memory for extended periods of time will eventually be transferred to long-term memory... |
| IF2 (Irrelevant Fact 2)- Associative theories of long-term memory storage postulate that items with more semantic connections are more effectively retained... |
| IC1(Intermediate Conclusion 1)- ...Accordingly, ESP models are considered preferable over LOP models. |
| IC2(Intermediate Conclusion 2)- ...It is now widely recognized that memory models need to incorporate context-dependent factors. |
| FC(Final Conclusion)- In summary, ESP models are preferable to LOP models because they incorporate interactions between encoding and retrieval factors. Therefore, ESP models are context-dependent memory models which emphasize that memory performance is specific to the environment in which it is embedded. |

### 3.2 Hypertext (web) Design
Towards this end, three web site formats: Linear, Meshed-hypertext, Semantic-based were created for each of the three knowledge domains (Psychology, Neuroscience, and Neutral text-Archaeoastronomy). A navigation bar was provided for all of these three web formats on the left hand side of the web pages with buttons to go directly to the introduction page, the end page, and all the interconnected nodes, with some variations.

Although outside the scope of this paper, the linear navigation format encouraged sequential traversal while in the Meshed environment (Figure 3), subjects were free to move around between pages using navigation bar as they wished. In the semantic-based web site format subjects were allowed to move among all pages, but the navigation schema included suggested traversals as solid lines between nodes (web pages) depicting recommended traversal paths (since they showed semantically associated nodes). The semantic-based hypertext presentation was created using the outcome of the content design as depicted in Figure 1. Although, participants read three different text (psychology, neuroscience and neutral-archaeoastronomy), only two experimental texts were analyzed for this article.

3.3 Knowledge Digraph Contribution-KDC

As previously noted, KDC analysis is based upon the assumption that readers (experts and novice) are likely to follow the certain paths through the hypertext (web) environment. Therefore the directional flow of the knowledge digraph (knowledge structures) representation should be predictive of sequence of pages they are likely to follow. Although, there are a variety of ways in which navigational analyses can be performed, there are two ways in particular which are consistent with the existing experimental literature. The first method involves analyzing or counting the number of times each page was visited, (i.e., Presence of absence of effect) which, is relatively straightforward using classical ANOVA analyses. The other method involves analyzing knowledge digraph (knowledge structures) representations by looking at the order in which nodes were traversed sequentially in the web environment.

Assessment for sequential order of web page traversal in KDC was performed by creating three different knowledge structures (digraphs) as an ordered pair of nodes in the knowledge digraph (specified by a directed link or arrow), to represent expected linear, random and semantically ordered navigation patterns.

Golden [18], introduced a particular type of data analysis technique called Knowledge Digraph Contribution (KDC) analysis which exploits specific types of semantic networks called “knowledge digraphs” (Knowledge Structures). KDC analysis is based upon the assumption that the connections in a knowledge digraph can be thought of as a path the inference process is likely to follow and this inference process influences the order in which concepts or ideas are processed during comprehension, traversal or production which could be bidirectional. In this research, KDC analysis is used in order to study the effects of traversal patterns in different presentation format in the hypertext environment. In addition it features creation of digraph as realistic models of latent knowledge structures for further verification, and confirmation. Furthermore, KDC methodology minimizes over-fitting problems as observed in classical sequential data analysis. Although classical sequential data analysis are not typically used for sequential web navigation pattern analysis, but even if these techniques [30, 31] were used it would not have appropriate for this type of investigation. Classical sequential methods do not support mechanisms for estimating which knowledge digraphs, out of three (linear, random & semantic) best explains the traversed website patterns.

Golden [18] developed a highly constrained parametric multinomial time-series regression model for categorical time-series analysis of free response data as an ordered sequence of propositions which are applied for this study towards studying the different traversal patterns. Golden (1998) refers to models of this type as Knowledge Digraph Contribution (KDC) analysis models allows representation of different types of semantic relations among propositions. Given such a set of “knowledge digraphs”, KDC analysis estimates (using maximum likelihood estimation) a “contribution weight parameter” for each directed graph (digraph) for the purposes of predicting/explaining orderings of propositions. Additionally, KDC analysis has a distinct advantage over classical sequential data analysis methods because all of the asymptotic statistical tests developed using KDC analysis are derived within the general theory of model misspecification which permits reliable statistical inferences even when the theoretical assumptions about the types of semantic relations among for example nodes (or propositions) are not exactly correct.

More formally, assume the i-th participant in the study generates a finite sequence of $T_i$ propositions (or nodes) represented as the ordered sequence of $d$-
dimensional vectors: \( \mathbf{f}_{i,1}, \mathbf{f}_{i,2}, \mathbf{f}_{i,3}, \ldots, \mathbf{f}_{i,T} \). If the \( m \)-th proposition in the proposition dictionary is the \( r \)-th proposition mentioned by participant \( i \), then \( \mathbf{f}_{i,r} \) will be the \( m \)-th column of a \( d \)-dimensional identity matrix. The columns of the \( d \)-dimensional identity matrix are sometimes referred to as the proposition (or node) dictionary. The sequence \( \mathbf{f}_{i,1}, \mathbf{f}_{i,2}, \mathbf{f}_{i,3}, \ldots, \mathbf{f}_{i,T} \) is a particular realization of a “time-dependent” stationary stochastic process: \( \tilde{\mathbf{f}}_{i,1}, \tilde{\mathbf{f}}_{i,2}, \tilde{\mathbf{f}}_{i,3}, \ldots, \tilde{\mathbf{f}}_{i,T} \). The \( d \)-dimensional square matrix \( \mathbf{D}_q^{(k)} \) is used to denote the \( k \)-th digraph with time-delay \( q \). For example, a causal digraph might be represented using this notation by a matrix \( \mathbf{D}_q^{(k)} \) such that the \( ij \)-th element of \( \mathbf{D}_q^{(k)} \) is equal to one if a causal link specifies that the \( j \)-th proposition in the proposition dictionary is the causal antecedent of the \( i \)-th proposition in the proposition dictionary for a particular text (the index \( k \) would identify the semantic label for the digraph which in this case is “causal digraph”). The contribution weight associated with digraphs \( \mathbf{D}_1^{(k)}, \ldots, \mathbf{D}_L^{(k)} \) will be denoted by the real scalar parameter \( \beta^{(k)} \). The parameter vector for the KDC probability model is thus denoted by a \( M \)-dimensional real vector \( \beta = [\beta^{(1)}, \ldots, \beta^{(M)}] \). The positive integer \( L \) is referred to as the KDC model’s working memory span parameter.

The KDC Markov model is specified within a Bayesian framework by the following constrained multinomial logistic regression time-series model:

\[
p(\mathbf{f}_{i,j} | \mathbf{f}_{i,j-1}, \ldots, \mathbf{f}_{i,j-L}; \beta) = \frac{\exp(h_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{d} \exp(h_j)}, \quad h_j = \sum_{k=1}^{M} \beta^{(k)} \sum_{q=1}^{d} \mathbf{D}_q^{(k)} \mathbf{f}_{i,j-q}
\]

(1)

with the prior on \( \tilde{\beta} \) is assumed to have a multivariate Gaussian prior with known constant mean vector \( \beta_0 \) and known constant positive definite real symmetric covariance matrix \( \mathbf{C}_\beta \).

Golden has shown that standard statistical methods of free recall data analysis are sometimes not sufficiently sensitive in capturing crucial statistical regularities since they do not explicitly incorporate the theorist’s conception of the critical semantic connectivity patterns among the propositions in the text (e.g., a causal network analysis of the propositions in the text). The same network connectivity of propositions has been applied in studying traversal patterns in the Hypermedia environment by creating three KDC knowledge digraphs, namely: Linear (for sequential traversal patterns), Mesh (random patterns) and Semantic to represent the navigation patterns in a network of semantically connected nodes (web pages).

4 Methods
Twenty Psychology undergraduate students participated in this exploratory study. Each student acted as an Expert (reading Psychology text), as a Novice (reading Neuroscience text) and, as a control group participant by reading neutral Aeraeostronomy text.

Each subject read all three knowledge domains i.e., Psychology, Neuroscience and Aeraeostronomy as well as were exposed to all three Hypertext (web) presentation (Linear, Meshed and Semantic-based) formats. The order of web presentation format were counterbalanced across all the participants.

Each subject started with a Meshed Hypertext filler text – Astrophysics, which was not analyzed followed by the three counterbalanced experimental texts. After reading each website within allotted time participants were asked to summarize their understanding of the presented text before moving on to the next website. Each participants started with the ‘Introduction’ page and ended the website traversal by selecting ‘I am Done’ button in the bottom. Only participant traversal behavior analysis using classical ANOVA and KDC has been presented in this paper.

5. Results and Discussion
As previously reported by Ismaili & Golden [1, 21], two different types of performance data was submitted to an ANOVA with Expertise (Expert, Novice) as Between-Group, and Format (Linear, Meshed-Hypertext and Semantic-based Hypertext) as Between-Group variables. Only two experimental text (Psychology & Neuroscience) were analyzed for this study.

It was found that the total time spent on nodes with most semantic connections (i.e., F3 & FC) called ‘Link Nodes’ for presentation format F (2, 4) = 10.27, MSE = 4.044, \( p = 0.0002 \), as well as for expertise interaction, F (2, 4) = 2.90, MSE= 1.142, \( p = 0.0307 \) reached significance. In general participants with strong expertise in knowledge domain were spending more time reading nodes with more semantic connections (link nodes) than other nodes especially in the Mesh-Hypertext environment.
environment. Furthermore, experts were found to be spending more time visiting nodes with more connections as compared to novices in all three Hypertext (web) format (p<.001).

Figure 2: ANOVA analysis suggest that novice as compared with experts spent less time reading nodes with most semantic connections (link nodes) except linear format. Expert spent most time in Mesh-Hypertext and least in Linear presentation format.

ANOVA analysis although useful in highlighting the presence or absence of effect with statistical validity, however doesn’t explore additional insights that may prove useful and be of importance to scientists in exploring and deciphering underlying performance structures such as traversal behavior of experts in the hypermedia environment [28]. For example, what navigation strategies were used by readers when presented with different web formats with varying knowledge expertise.

For the purposes of this preliminary data analysis report and in order to explore the underlying traversal structures of expertise and formats, we created KDC models which consists of three knowledge digraphs or structures for sequential navigation patterns (linear) between web-pages, a semantic-based digraph to explore traversal patterns of nodes that were associated semantically and finally a model representing random transitions referred to as a mesh-digraph. Please refer figure 3, 4, and 5 for KDC digraph analysis.

Figure 3: KDC Linear Digraph analysis show that when participants were presented with linear-hypertext (web) format, they regardless of expertise traversed sequentially. In addition, experts traversal behavior suggest semantic transition pattern between web-pages whereas novice behavior can be modeled using random Mesh-digraph.

Figure 4: KDC Mesh Digraph analysis suggest that when readers were presented with mesh-hypertext format both novice and expert transition between nodes at random. However, experts seemed to be using ordered sequential navigation strategy between web-pages. Novice on the other hand transition between nodes randomly when presented with mesh format.

Figure 5: KDC Semantic Digraph analysis suggest that when presented with Semantic-based hypertext format both novice and experts traversed semantically. In addition, experts and, novices to some extent, seem to be moving between web pages (nodes) sequentially in a linear fashion.
These findings demonstrate that the ordering of web-pages visited in the traversal data possess meaningful statistical regularities that can be detected using KDC theory. The qualitative pattern of results for the KDC data analysis were similar to the quantitative results for the ANOVA. In addition, KDC analysis showed a significant trend indicating that participants in the novice group tend to visit web-pages in a linear sequence whereas experts seem comfortable in employing both sequential and semantic-based navigation strategies. In addition, it seems that expertise differences are being minimized when readers are presented with a semantic-based hypertext format. We must note that these trends are not apparent using the classical ANOVA analysis. These preliminary results are encouraging and warrants further studies in exploring more detailed power comparisons KDC and ANOVA data analyses.

It seems that latent expertise knowledge models and web presentation format effects can be discerned by traversal behaviors if presented with discourse inspired web formats using categorical time series analysis.

As reported by Ismaili & Golden (2008) using classical ANOVA analysis that, in general, strong expertise requires more time reading but only for the nodes with most semantic connections and superordinate nodes. Novice tend not to spend proportionately more time on these nodes [1]. However, only after further exploration using Knowledge Digraph Contribution (KDC) analysis that we are able to discern underlying navigation patterns and differences between experts and novice [28]. Furthermore, in alignment with past research suggesting navigational paths differences between focused and less focus readers [17], KDC seems to provide confirmation of traversal pattern differences between expertise and different web presentation formats.

For example, consider comparing ‘Mesh’ format (middle bars) ANOVA analyses (figure 2) with KDC results for ‘Mesh’ digraph (see figure 4). ANOVA result suggests that experts’ tend to spend significantly more time reading link nodes as compared with novice. From KDC it is shown clearly that they did not end up visiting these link nodes randomly but rather used sequential (linear) traversal strategies which are not evident in navigation patterns for novice.

Although more work is warranted in this area however the preliminary results using KDC analysis are encouraging in suggesting that novice seems to be more comfortable using linear navigation strategies, whereas experts are shown to be employing both the linear and semantic traversal strategies. In addition, it seems that expertise differences are minimized when readers are presented with a semantic-based Hypertext formats. Recall that semantic-base hypertext format was created using a meticulous content design process both the micro and macro level across all three knowledge domain areas.

This paper seeks to present a framework and methodology by demonstrating the specific characteristics of expert and novice readers as gauged by their traversal patterns in varying web presentation formats. The observed trends are very encouraging however warrants further research. It is hoped that eventually more work on this topic will serve as a crude guide for web instruction designers, human-computer professionals and intelligent web and knowledge engineers to conceptualize or build hyper-learning environments that will not only minimize expertise differences but will also engage experts equally with the learning process.

Moreover, it seems that some of the inconsistent findings from the hypermedia research, in particular, those pertaining to learning systems in web environment may be approached using established findings from discourse literature. Perhaps, moving forward further work in unraveling and discerning the underlying effects may well lie at the nexus of hypermedia and discourse scientific efforts.
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